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XSERVING Ala, RETAINING EQU11TIES Aim INEQUALITIES

THROUGH OBSERVATION AND CORRECTION 1

Barry 3. Zimmerman and Ted L, Rosenthal

University of Arizona

attempts to crea 'precoci us" co_ ervation by training young

children were usually failures. Revieing that literature, Flavell (1963)

concluded that most of the methods reported appeared sound and reasonable-.

but "nost of them have had remarkably little success in prodteirig cognitive

change." A recent attempt using several covery" iethods, and large

sa p1es, was also unsuccessful (Mermeistein & Meyer, 969). Several

behaviorally oriented efforts have brought better results. For example,

Kingsley and Hall (1967) were able to increase weight conservati n which

generalized to conservation of substance. Rothenberg and Oros (1969)

prod ced number conservation in kindergarten children who then general-

ized conservation to discontinuous quantity. In a very c refulexperiment,

Gelman (1969) was able to train conservation of 1.11111.1 and nutber by

emphasizing diacrImnation learning rather than skill practice. In all

these successful studies, extensive task or discrimination training has

been acessary to modify rather delimited classes of ervation, as

illustrated by the dimension italicized above.

In recent research with social learning methods, Rosenthal and

-Zimmerman (1972) ware able to demonstrate learning and ge- ralization

of nultidi_ nsional conse: ation tasks, using much briefer observational
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techniques, confined to a single training oes-i

a number of features, imposed by des

their research,

n constraInts, require mention:

(a) Although six divree conservation dimensIons were included in their

_Liiu aid nser items, cctLect aesponse ziiways required a judguen o

(or judgnt plus ezp io stimulus equality, cause only .qual

stimulus nembers were presented and tran-f :med. (b) The children's

ens were always given verbally; generali tion 1as r ver tested with

a ta k. reflecting nonverbal evIdence of conservation. (c) Retention

aftet delay was not studied.

The present experiment as addressed to these issues. Each set of

conservation items sampled the categories of length, number, and two

dimensional space but half of all items required the maintenance, after

transfOruation, of the inItial -timulus inequality. Inaddltlonto the

main data based on verbal judgments (and explanations ) of stimulus

equality and inequality, a task was given after training to determine

if the children could spontaneously display manual evidence of unde -tending,

by ret riling the transformed stinuli to their initial status. A retention

phase, after a week's interval or longer, was included.

Tbere is evidence that cor ective feedback has been effective in

training children to conserve. Beilin (1965) compared nonverbal rein-

forcement, verbal o entation-reinforcement, verbal rule provision (or

corrective feedback), and -equalibratioe methods for training kInder-

ga ten children to conserve length and aamber. Only the corrective feed-

back procedure proved effective in training children to cons rve. This

procedu e involved: ) presentation of the conservation problem which
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led to either success or failure, and with failure, the provision

a v rbal statement of the correct conserving rule. This rule state

ment was accompanied by the experimenter repositioning of the transformed

ir initial untransformea state. Thus verbal rule provision

was conbimed with the experimenter's damonstratLon of a nonverbal re-

versibility response. Since demonstratron both with and without corrective

feedback has been effective in teaching children to conserve, it is of

interest to compare modeling with a purely verbal corrc!ctive feedback

procedure to determine the relative importance of each variable. Suc4

a comparison follows Bandur 's (e.g., 1969) d±8tnct±on between live

versus svmboljc modeling.

OD

Subjects; and_ Experimenters

Sixty-five kindergarten children were randomly drawn from two Tucson

elementary schools serving Anglo-Ameri an, lower middle class populations.

From this initial set, 24 boys and 24 girls who failed to conserVe on any

equality items in baseline were retained for study. Six boys and -ix girls

were randomly assigned to each factorial coMbination of treatments. The

children ranged in age from 5.1 to 6.4 years, with a mean age of 5.7 'fears.

One female graalate student served as experimenter and another as the

model. Both adults were Anglo-Americans in their twenties, wIth no

striking depa tures from average characteristics.

Using items selected and mod±ied from the Goldschmid and Bentler
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(1968) C ncept Asse sment Kit, three sets of stimuli prepared. Each

imulus set comprised 12 itea, four of which pertained, respectively,

to cense

the seveL

equality and

n of len,th, of number, and of We dimensional !seep. For

servation, every item quartet contained two

nequality tasks. Cu conventional equality Items, the

child was first presented -4ith a pair of identical stimulus members one

of which was subsequently tran formed to -ppear perceptually discrepant;

all equality stimulus pairs were counterbalanced for color, position, and

which member was moved during transformation procedures. Inequality

items contained pairs of unequal stimulus members but corresponded to

equality items in color, position, and m-mber transformed. Inequality

pairs were further counterbalanced for correct response since one member

ined larger after t ansformation. Thus, the same general pattern

followed on all inequality items: Two unequal stimulus members

t presented and the larger uas designated for the child. Next, the

eEperlmenter transformed the spatial format of the larger or smaller

member and the child was asked if the resulting arrays were equal or

unequal, a d then asked to explaia his judgment. Inequality items tested

whether the chIld could maintain the initial stImulus differences when

one member had undergone transformation. During all procedures, when

the mperimenter returned arrays to their original formats, she screened

the stimuli from the child so that reVersibility cues were eliminated.

The first four items of stimulus set I assessed conservation of

length. For equality items, pairs of unlike-colored (red and blue) rods,

1 cm. in girth and 25 cm. long, were used. For inequality items
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20 cm. rod, otherwise identical, was presented with a longer 23 cm. rod

of the other color. The transformation involved placing one rod the

right or t e left) so tnat it was no long flush to the subject's left

the second rod. The four items (geuerated b; the left and right dis-

placements in equal and unequal rod lengths) were presented in a fi

randomized sequence. The next four Items of set I asse- ed conservation

of number. On equality ite 9iX red and six ra. poker chips

were presented in two parallel arrays. On Inequality items, the red or

the white array contained only five chips. The transformation reduced

the spatial:range of one array by placing its members closer together.

Because of counterbalancing constraints, the numerically larger array was

reduced in range on half of the i equality items, and the numerically

smaller array was reduced on the remaining half of these items. As

described above all items uere appropriately counterbalanced and were

presented in a random sequence. The last four items of set I asse- ed

conservation of two dimensional space. equality items, an array of

16 red and another of 16 green tiles (2.8 cm.- in area) uere first pre-

sented in 4 x 4 tile square formats. For inequality items, two tiles

were removed f om one array before giving the initial display; in all

other aspects, the inequality Items were treated like the equality stimuli.

The transformati changed the shape of one array to a triangular format.

As before, all item properties were counterbalanced, and ltems were

presented in a fi ed random sequence. The set I stimuli were used for

measu ing eonservation in baseline, and also in the retention phase some

10 days after training.
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Stimulus set II was constructed analogous to set 1, with similar

randomization of presentation sequence, counterbalanci g, and distinctions

betwe n equality and inequality In set II the number conservation

quartet came ir using the 2,8 cm. red and green tiles instead of the

larger red and vhite poker chip. or conservation of two dimensional

space, the same stImulus tiles of r-;et I were used, but they were trans-

formed into a linear array instead ian ular format. The

items asse- ed conservation of length using stimulus rods of the

same -ize as before. The new rods were red and green (instead of red

and blue )- and were nen- transformed into a perpendicular array that

joined the separate colors to form a reVersed "L". S t II was used in

the training phase.

III was constructed lIke the others in terns of random presentat±on

segue ces, counterbalancing of item attrIbutes, and types and numbers of

items The first stimuli measured Conservation of two dimensional space

with the same 2.8 cm. tiles as prior, but the transformed stimulus

members now became a large, "Iloilo r, square array. Next- conservation

of length was assessed with stimulus rods of the same size as before, but

green and orange in color. The transformed stimulus meMber produced an

inverted "T" instead of the prior formats. The final quartet of items

assessed number conservation wIth white styrofoam eggs and pink egg-cups.

First, parallel arrays of eggs and cups were presented - d then one

array was transformed by redu ing separation among objects to diminish

its spatial extent The set III stImuli were used in the immediate

transfer phase.

1 0
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Procedures and Trajnin Variations

children were taken individually from class to a testIng room

for baseline. The verbal instructions for equality items were very similar

those_ f Goldschwid and Bentler (1968) which produced highly reliable

estimates of conseriation response according to several strIngent psycho-

..etric criteria. For example: "Here are a red and a blue stick. Tney

are both the same length. The red stick is just as long as the bl e

stick. Now watch. (rhe experimenter performed the transformation.)

are both sticks the same or is one longer?" The inequality items required

minor alterations. For example: "Here are a red and a blue stick. The

red stick is longer than the blue stick. No watch what I do. (The

experimenter transformed the stimuli.) Now are both sticks the same

length or is one longer?" On all items, after the child had made his

judgment he was asked "Why?", and his explanations were ecr7ded. Both

the experimenter and the model (who took down all responses) were present

th oughout all procedures. If, in baseline, the child failed to give

any correct judgments (ignoring explanations) on equality items, he

was brought back for training on the next schoolday.

In the modeling only condition, children were told to watch while

the model played the game. After the model gave a correct judgment and

a correct explanation to an item of set II, that same item was presented

to the child. On equality items, the model explained her judgment as

follows: "b,cause they were both the same length (had the same amoun

in the first place." On inequality items, the del's explanations were

as follows: "because it was longer (had mor-) in the first place.

11
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No additjonal verbal guidance or dIrectIons were given to the childr

Verbal correctIon training combined positive -eedback for acceptable

answers with verbal rule-provision. In this tr ining condition, children

treated in a manner similar to baseline, but when ehty judged eorrectly,

they- were told "that's right". When they judged an equality item wrongly,

they we e told "They may look different but they were b-tb the same

length (had the same amount) in the first place and they stIll are the

same length (have the same amount).° When an inequality item yes

judged, the experimenter explained, "Whatever they look lIke, they don't

have the same amount because (pointing) that one had more in the first

place."

the model ng plus correction condition, child -n first observed

the model perform (as above). When the child attemPted each modeled item,

he was given positive feedback when right, and when wrong was instructed

as in the verbal correction treatment. Control condition subjects simply

received the set II items without observing the model or obtaining any

verbal information about their responses.

Immediately after training, the set III stimuli were presented to

each child to meas, e concept transfer. The experiment r introduced the

task as follows, giving no further assistance: nue
e are some objects

for you to play the game with by yourself. I can't tell you if your

answers are right or wro g, but try to make all your answers correct."

After completing the generalization items, the child was shown a blue and

a green rod of equal lengths. Next the experimenter transformed the

rods to create a sidewise "T", and eli,cited a length judgment from all

1 2
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childr n. If the child judged correctly, he was asked: "How would you

show a friend that the stieks were still the same length?" This procedure.

was included to determine i_ the child conld spontaneously rev rse logical

operations. Children typically gave no verbal responses, and to receive

credit for reversing, the Child had to place the rods parallel to each

other. Following Piaget, Goldschmid and Bentler/(1968)'classified the

ability to so reverse stimulus membera as a qualitatiVely different basis

for conserving than did the reasons -iven in the modeling and correction

treatments, which w re classified as invariant quantity explanati

.After this test for lagical reversibility, the child was thanked and

returped to class with no mention Of any subsequent interaction.

'After a delay interval of seven to ten days, the adults returned

and retested each subject with the set I (baseline) items. The retent on

test was introduced as follows: "You probably remember that we played

some games'a while ago. :Today we are going to play some of these games

again. Try to remember how tb play the game. I can't tell you if you

are playing the game right or wrong, but try to play it ight." The set

I stimmli were then esented as in baseline, and the child's judgments

and explanations were recorded.

Scoring_ and Design

The children's responses to each of the main stimulus sets were

scored as the number -f correct judgments (12110atapnly), and also

the number of correct judgments plus appropriate explanations (Judgments

plus_ rule) that the child could state. On equality items, explanations

were scored p_ecisely according to GoldsChmid and Beptler's (065) criteria.

13
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Oa tnequality itemsthe same criteria were applied as closely as Possible.

CrsdiA was given to reasons that Justf1ed ,why one stimulus member was

larger or snmller, e.g. "because the red stick was bigger (smaller) in

th_ first place, etc. No credit was given to explanations that failed

to refer to the. initial, untransformed status of stimulus members e.g.

"because it looks bigger.", "because it has _ore, etc h In any phase,

a child's score was the number of the 12 items correctly answered. Since

nm a priori reason exists for assuming that u derstanding stimulus equality

difference necessarily presupposes ability to verbally justify one's

judgment, following prior usage (Rosenthal & Zimmerman, 1972), the data

wre sepa ately analyzed for the judgment,s only ard the ilatgefata pluB

rule diepe dent measures.

Goldschmid and Beatler (1968) suggested that conservation of length,

outlast, and two dimensional space subscalea(among several others) functioned

easures of a general concept of conservationlike a general fa-toras

f factor analysis, and they pravided strong psychometric evidence to

support their interpretation. Thus, as previously, to avoid confining

results,of the present study to a Particular subclass of conservation,

all items were combined inta a single overall response measure.

The mein analyses involved a 2 (sexes) x 2 (model or mo model) x 2

(verbal correctio or roam ) x 4 (-epeated phases) factorial de ign. At

to,eaeh phase, it was planned to compere the modeling plus correttion c

dition with the better of the other two eXperimental variations, usin

orthogonal comparisons. All post hoc comparisons were made vial Tukey

Hsp tests (Kirk, 1968). The spontaneous reve- ibility data were sored

1 4
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dichotomously as tight (both correct judgeent plus re

-12-

u n of stin.ulus

members to originil parallel position) or wrong, and fere analyzed hy

Chi-square preCedurea. Chisquares were also used to-explicate the

relationship between type of inequality item and "correct" baseline judgments.

RESULTS-

Before presenting the main,results, it is impo s er

the comparability of the three:sets of stimuli used. Since many of the

test items we e especially constructed for-this experiment, there vas

substantial departure from the tasks,devised and standardized hy Gold-

hmid and Bentler (1968). Restricting the present sample to childr

th zero baseline scores on judged equality produced seve e curtailment

of baseline score ranges, end the data from this phase were therefore x-
,

eluded from correlatian 1 analYsis. However, the variability among the

childrees scores (combining all 48 subjects) in the other phases per-

mitted computation of meaningful Pearson coefficients. On tha judgment_

only measurei set I correlated .92 with set II and .86 iith set III; .

between sets II and III, the correlation equaled .84. On the judgments

plus rule measure, set I correlated .83 with set II and .89 with set III;

between sets II and III, the correlation was again .84. Thus, despite

numerous mod fications, the Conservation materials displayed very substantial

alternate-form reliabllities across ell three sets of stimulus items.

Judgments Only

Tahle 1 presents the mean judgment responses by phase for the

separate experimental groups and for subjects combined on the basis of

15
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disclosed a substantial main effect for phases (F (3/119) = 46

a emt (main effect) variations. The overall analysis of

.001).

By Tuke- tea

insori: Table 1 about here

increases from baseline to traIning, to trans er,

and to retem ion phases were sepa ately sIgnificant (all Es <.01), with

no significant conservation differences among the throe latter phases.

Training though modeling (F (1/40) = 5 79, p .02) and through

correction (F (1/40) 28.67, p.< .001) both produced significant main

effects. Sex of child did not affect Aet response or interact wIth any

other v iate, and the comparability of boys and girl judgments can

be seen in Table 1.

itodeling interacted with phases (F (3/119) = 2.33, k 4..03). The

modeling and monmodeling treatments each increased significantly from

baseline to training, transfer, and retention phases all 2p 4:.011_._ The_

modeling and nonmodeling variations did not differ significantly at

baseline or transfer, but modeling children surpas ed their nonmodeling
3

counterparts both during traIning (E (.01) and ret ntion (2 4 .05). sim

ilarly, correc ion interacted with phases F. (3/119 ) = 15.93, .4.001).

The cor- ction treatenkt algtificantly exteeded its baseline mean at

each later phase and also outperformed the noncorrection treatment in

ttaining, transfer, and. retention (all .0 4.01), althOugh the tw- con-

ditions were com arable in baseline. The noncerrection variation ex7

ceeded its Man baseline during training (1 .05) and transfer (k 4 .01),

1 6
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but not at retention. By hogonal comparisons, theAmodeling plus

correction group tended tci utperform the next strongest (correction

only) group in traIning (py4.07) but not In the later phases,. No other

significant effects were obtained.

Judgments plus Rule

Table 2 presents the mean judgment plus explanation responses by

phase for the separate exPerimental groups and for subjects coMbined on

the basis of treatment variations. The main analysis of variance re-

Venlee a pattern of results generalLy similar to that for judgments only.

insert Table 2 about bore

Thus, there was a maIn effect for phases (f (31119) = 18.92, 4.001)

that was supported by_significant Taey :tests for the gains from be_

line to each later phase all va .01), with no

among the three later phases.

rvation differeaces

Modeling (F (1/40) 5.40, 03) and correction (F (1/40) ,2 13.22,

p .001) training both produced significant learning, whereas sejcof

child did not influence the resulta.

There was a marginal interaction between modeling and phases (F (3 119) 0

2.52, 2.0 .06). Although the variations did not differ in baseli6e,

modeling children surpassed their own baseLine scores at each later

phase,(all pp < .01), end outperformed the nonmodeling treatment during

training < .01), transfer (JE .05) and'reteation (2. 4.01). The

nonmdoeling children increased significantly froth baseline to transfer

and retention (both pp 4.05), but not to the training phase.

7
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Correctien interacted sinificantly with phases (f (3/119) 7.67,

E 4.001). Although the treatments were comparable at baseline, the

correction children s -passed their noncorrection counterparts (and their

baseline es ) in each later phase (all v e.01)4 In sharp co

tr st, the noncorrectian children did not significantly improve fr

baseline to any later phase.

Orthogonal comparisons disclosed that tne modeling plus correction

group significantly outperformed the next-best, correction only group in

training and retention (both as K..05 although not dUring transfer. No

other significant effect were obiained.

IssallAmmgallt52

For each group, the frequencies of children who d d and did not,

correctly return the transf rmed rods to initial pa allel position are

prr ented in table 3. A significant relationship was f und between training

insert Table 3 a-bout-herd-

condition and the number of correct reversals (X (3 40 11.26,

Examination of Table 3 reveals that this result tzaa largely created by

the f ilure of control childrm to give _any correct reversals. All ex-

perimental groups displayed some reversibility and the modeling only,_

correction only, and lodeling plus correction groups did not di_fer

significantly from each other. These results clearly indicated that

the effects of training did not signify's slavish reproduction of the

'model's or experimenter'S words.t Instead the social learning techniques

1 8
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produeed nonverbal, behavior correct by a conservation cr terien nat a-

tively different from any directlyencountered.

It is theoretically important to analyze the number and type of

items JUdged correctly ta baseline. To exclude children "in transition

between the "preoperational and "concrete operations" periods only

subjects with zero baseline equality scores were retained for study.

Further, no control child conserved any equalitY tens after baseline,

thus affirMing the stability of the conservation items and making famlliai

Ization or maturation unlikely explanations of the results-

On the judgments only measure, all subjects conbined pasaed an

average of 3.31 inequality items in baseline and untrained controls

Subsequently changed very Little (see Table 1). -E-..special interest is

the type of inequali y solved in baseline. It will b recalled that

si inequality items were given per phase. prom counterbalancing con-

straints, half the inequality stimuli were so transformed that the

actually greater quanti:.y looked larger (veridical case). With no com-

prehension, from these visual, "gestalt" factors one wwuld expect three

correct inequality judgments per phase. If valid, this reasoning implies

that the baseline inequality means obtained fiected virtually no pre-

training conservation, an inference that can be tested by comparing base-

line passes on veridical and nonveridical inequalities. Each child's

correct baseline inequality judgments iere separately categorized as

follow_: given just on veridical items; given just on nonveridical items;

given to both item types; given to ne ther item type. For each conservat

1 9
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dimension, Chese data are presented in Table 4;

insert Tabl about here

The obtained frequencIes were compared with the equal cell dIstributions

that would be expected if baseline accuracy were unrelated to item type.

The length conservation data revealed a systematic response pattern

(X2 (3) 0 55.32, k e_.001) the clear majority (71X) of children only.

judged "correctly" when the actually larger stimulus was also perceptually

larger. Similar results, and even greater Chi-square values, were founcl

-ith conservation of number ( .X2 (3) = 107.49, k 4.001) and two dimen-

sional space (X 2
(3) 71.82). It thus appears that, before traInIng,

the children barely conserved unequal better than equal quantities. The

superficial impression that more than three baseline items were correctly

judged seems largely, to have resulted from the perceptual properties o

veridical inequality items, hot from any really.quantitative consider-

ations. The-baseline judgments plus rule data (see Table 2) also suppo

this conclusIon since all group means were below 0.5 correct responses,

with to subsequent control group improvement. After training, however,

the experimental groups displayed:substantial conservation increases on

both dependent measures.

DISCUSSION

The results revealed quite clearly that brief modeling techniqUes

we e :successful in producing learni g, generalization, and retention of

conservation with both equal and unequal stimuli, and also when motor

rather= than just verbal behavior was required. The reversibility data

20
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further bear on the topic of inferential generalizatio- Not oely.did

children transfer verbal judgments and reasons to new items, and to those

iginally failed in baseline, but theyalso were able to centingently

perform a response (moving the reversi ility materials back to original,

pretransformation position) which was never directly t -ined. Obvi usly,

the purely motoric accomplishment was hardly novel, but in so reversing

the children spontaneously affirmed funetional equivalence between their

motet- behavior and showing "a friend that the sticks were still the same

length? " Somehow they made this coordination between the con ept of

equivalent lengths, and actually moving the rods, in a manner not readily

explained by classical views of response generalization. In ease

they discciminated the idea of equality and the reversal action

belonging together in a category of like events. These data provide further

evidence that in conceptual social learning, the child typically acquires

information about abstract prope and relationship's, rather than

discrete stimulue-respense conn_ctions an issue elsewhere discussed

Rosenthal & White, 1972; Zimmerman & Rosenthal, in press).

Taken together, what do the previous and-present researdh 8 gest

about the phenomenon of conservation?. It appears to respond to input

operations in a fashion similar to other types of conceptual,material:

it can be instated by live and symbolic modeling and then, wIthout

further training, transferred to new stimuli and retained after some

elapse of time. It does not see- necessaiy to confine training to a

single 'con e vation class since three dimensions were conturrently

treated at present and six were given before. It does not seem immutably

2 1
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dependent on the child's attaining some maturation i age-related cognitive,

stage: Both now and before, learning and transfer were found wIth children

whose baseline conservation was nil d-the preaent control group con-

tinued to-fail mesi equality Item in the l&ter Phases, a result not con

\

sstent -ith spontaneous intellectual growth. Further, in the prior study,

modeling successfully produced conservation judgments in a preschool sample

whose mean age was only 4.6 years. Even brief exposure to w ll-org -ized

modeling displays seems sufficient to establish stable conservation in

children whose symbolic repe toires are adequate to process the information

presented: Indeed, correction, the brIefest training, combining positive

fe dback with verbal rule provision appeared mo e efficient than live

modeling, although the live modeling plus correction group generally per-

formed best. However, when a sample of Chicano barrio children with

-limited English language skills was previously studied (Rosenthal 6

Zimmerman, 1972, Experiment M), observation of a live mod l was far

more effective than a verbal'instruction procedure-.

light ofthe child an's rapid response tp the environmental

infthences studied now and before, it -eems reaaonable.to question

assumptions holding that "logical"_under tending is, A product of

innately-programmed growth.processes. Is it more "logical" to subordinate

perceptual:differences in spatial arrays to their numerical attribut

than to follow the rever e strategy? Or -is such subordination the.

/-
result of enculturation/in a society which exemplifies and reinforces

the dominance of quantitative over per eptual characteristics?
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Cross cultural research on conservation appears to support the

latter interpretation. Greenfield (1966), Haccoby and Modiano (1966),,

Goodnow (1962), Goodnox and Bethon (1966) have found that children \

raised in Western societies tend to lisplay conservation behaVior at an v

earlier age than children from Third World nations . These researcher

have attributed their finding ! to the cultural experiences of the child.

Acknowledging cultural factorsis not incompatib7 with a Piagetian view

which does allot a role to experience in thought formation if the c ild

has appropriate (i.e., concrete operational) schemata, or co is at

in transition bet een the preoperational and concrete operations

stages. What does seem needed is some clearer criteria for defining

transition" and "schemata" in terms inj.qaacist of accomplished,con-

servation if the Piagetian view is to be given fair experimental test

that permits its confirmation or refutation on the basis of empirical date.

2 3
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Table 1

Jedgments Only Mean Responses by Phase for In act Groups

and Treatnt Combinations

-24-

Group
Phase

Baseline Training Transfer Ratention

intact Groups

Model no Correction 3.25 6.08 5.75 5.33

Correction no model 3.17 7.17 8.50 8.17

Model plus correction 3.67 9.08 8.08 8.92

Control 3.17 3.25 4.00 3.00

Treatment Combinations

All modeling 3.46 7.58 7.42 7.13

All nonmodeling 3.17 5.21 6.25 5.58

All correction 3.41 8.13 8.92 8.54

All noncorrection 3.21 4.67 4.88 4.17

All boys 3.38 6.50 6.79 6.29

All girls 3.25 6.29 6.88 6.42
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Table 2

Judgments plus Rule Mean Responses by Phase for Intact Groups

and Treatment Combinations
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Group
Phase

11:1seline Training Transfer Retention

Intact Groups

Model rib correction 0.25 2.25 1 2,25

Correction no model 9.08 3.03 3.33 3.92

Model plus correction 0.42 5.-67 5.00 6.58

Control 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.1U

Treatment Conditions

All modeling

'-All nonmodeling

0,33

0.04.'

3.96

1.54

3.42

1,,71

4.42,

2.04

All corre.tIon 0.25 4.38 4.17 5.25

All noncorrection 0.13 :! 1.13 0.96 1.21

All boys 0.21 3.13 3.17 3.79

All gi is 0.17 2.33 1.96 2.67
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Table 3

Reuersibility Task Results by Group

-2(

Number of Children

Reversing Correctly

Not reversing

Tra n_ng _ -oup

Modeling
Only

Correcti n
Only

Modeling Plus
Correction Control

3

9

6

6

2 9

7

5

0

12
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Table 4

Baseline Frequencies of Children's Inequality Judgments
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,

rvation
Dimension

ponse CategoriesInequality Item Res-

Passed just
Veridical

Passed Just
qonveridical

Both Types
Passed

ther
Type Passed

LengCtoh

NuMber

Two dimensional
space

34

43

37

5

1

2

4

8

-0

Note: Veridi al items were those on which _the quantitatively greater

stimulus looked perceptually larger. On nonveridical items,

the.actually greater stimulus looked smaller.


